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Abstract The Gamma function is a special transcendental function that is widely used in
probability theory, fractional calculus and analytical number theory. This paper presents a
higher-order logic formalization of the Gamma function using the HOL4 theorem prover.
The contribution of this paper can be mainly divided into two parts. Firstly, we extend the
existing integration theory of HOL4 by formalizing a variant of improper integrals using
sequential limits. Secondly, we build upon these results to formalize the Gamma function and verify some of its main properties, such as pseudo-recurrence relation, functional
equation and factorial generalization. In order to illustrate the practical effectiveness and utilization of our work, we formally verify some properties of Euler’s generalized power rule
of differentiation, Mittag-Leffler functions and the relationship between the Exponential
and Gamma random variables.
Keywords Gamma function · Mittag-Leffler function · Fractional calculus · Gamma
random variable

1 Introduction
The most common method for computing the factorial of an integer number m, i.e., m!,
is by recursively multiplying all the integers from 1 to m. However, this method becomes
inefficient as the value of m increases. To address this problem, Euler proposed an integral
based formula for m! in 1729, which was later upgraded by Legendre into the commonly
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known Gamma function [49]. One of the most important characteristics of the Gamma
function is its ability to generalize the factorial over non-integer numbers. The Gamma
function is widely used in many areas of Mathematics (e.g. fractional calculus [9], analytical
number theory [43] and probability theory [50]) and Physics (e.g. quantum mechanics and
fluid dynamics [32]). These foundational concepts are in turn used to model and analyze
many engineering systems, including electronic components [10], electromagnetic systems
[12] and wireless sensor networks [2].
The most commonly used expression of the Gamma function, for a real number z > 0,
is given by an improper integral as follows:
 ∞
(z) =
t z−1 e−t dt
(1)
0

The usage of improper integral in the above definition allows us to deal with situations
when the integrand becomes unbounded in the given interval or the interval itself becomes
unbounded.
In the past couple of decades, formal verification of safety-critical engineering systems
has become a dire need. The rigorous modeling and verification methods using in formal
verification, usually increases the chances for catching subtle but critical errors that are
often ignored by traditional techniques, like numerical computations and paper-and-pencil
based proof methods [46]. Model checking [28], which is an automatic formal verification
method, has been widely used to analyze many applications. However, due to the continuous nature of the analysis and the involvement of transcendental functions, it cannot be used
for the formal analysis of the Gamma function based applications. On the other hand, we
believe that higher-order-logic theorem proving [13] offers a promising solution for conducting formal analysis of such applications. The main reason being the highly expressive
nature of higher-order logic, which can be leveraged upon to essentially model any system
that can be expressed in a closed mathematical form. In fact, most of the classical mathematical theories behind elementary calculus, such as limits, differentiation and integration have
already been formalized in higher-order logic [17]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
formal reasoning support for the Gamma function is not reported in the literature so far.
In this paper, we build upon the available theories of elementary calculus and extend
them to formalize a variant of improper integrals (we call it sequential improper integral)
and then the Gamma function using the HOL4 theorem prover [47]. The main motivations
of using the HOL4 theorem prover include the availability of Harrison’s seminal work on
the formalization of elementary calculus [17], which we build upon, and the availability of
probabilistic analysis framework [20], which we intend to extend by the Gamma distribution [50], using the current work. In this paper, besides the formal definition of the Gamma
function () and the lower γl and upper u incomplete Gamma functions, we also present
the formal verification of some of their classical properties: Pseudo-recurrence relation
((z + 1) = z(z)), Functional equation ((1) = 1), Factorial generalization ((k + 1) =
k!), Reconstruction of the Gamma Function ((z) = u (a, z) + γl (a, z)), Recurrence Relation of Lower Incomplete Gamma Function (γl (a, z + 1) = zγl (a, z − a z )exp(−a) ) and the
Recurrence Relation of Upper Incomplete Gamma Function (u (a, z) = (z − 1)u (a, (z −
1)) + a (z−1) exp(−s) ). These results not only ensure the correctness of our formal definitions of the Gamma function but also could play a vital role in the formal analysis of many
applications involving the Gamma function.
In this paper, we also present three applications of the Gamma function, i.e., formalization of Euler’s generalized rule of differentiation, Mittag-Leffler functions and the
relationship between the Exponential and Gamma random variables. Euler’s generalized
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rule of differentiation allows us to take the derivatives of non-integer orders. While the
Mittag-Leffeler functions generalize the Exponential and Hyperbolic functions. Both of
these mathematical results are quite frequently used in the design of fractional order systems [10]. Finally, the Gamma random variable is a widely used continuous random variable
and the formal verification of its relationship with the Exponential random variable plays
an important role in extending the capability of formal probabilistic analysis using theorem
proving [21].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes some related
work about the Gamma function computation and the formalization of integral calculus.
Section 3 provides a brief introduction to the HOL4 theorem prover and presents an
overview of Harrison’s formalization of derivatives and the Gauge integral. Section 4
presents an introduction to improper integrals and their formalization in the HOL theorem
prover. The formalization of the Gamma function and the verification of its key properties
are presented in Section 5. In order to demonstrate the practical effectiveness and the utilization of our work, we present three applications in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper and highlights some future directions.

2 Related Work
Traditionally, the analysis of the Gamma function based applications has been done using
paper-and-pencil proof methods. However, considering the complexity of present age
engineering and scientific systems, such kind of analysis is notoriously difficult, if not
impossible, and is quite error prone. Many examples of erroneous paper-and-pencil based
proofs are available in the open literature, a recent one can be found in [8] and its identification and correction is reported in [41]. One of the most commonly used computer
based analysis technique for the Gamma function is numerical computations [31] that cannot provide accurate results as well due to the involvement of infinite summations and huge
memory requirements. Similarly, the computation of the Gamma function (x) for large
values of x is not possible in such numerical computation software packages. For example, MATLAB [36] returns 7.26e306 as the approximated value computed for x = 171
and returns Inf for all values beyond x = 171. Another alternative to analyze the Gamma
function is computer algebra systems [4], which are very efficient for computing mathematical solutions symbolically, but they are not reliable [17] due to their limitations of
dealing with side conditions. Another limitation of computer algebra systems is the uncertain simplification of singular expressions (where the argument of gamma function can
result in an undefined value, for example (0) = ∞) [1]. Another source of inaccuracy
in computer algebra systems is the presence of unverified huge symbolic manipulation
algorithms in their core, which are quite likely to contain bugs. Thus, these traditional
techniques should not be relied upon for the analysis of applications involving the computation of the Gamma function, especially when they are used in safety-critical areas (e.g.,
cardiac tissue electrode interface [34]), where inaccuracies may even result in the loss
of human lives.
The early formalization of main concepts of Calculus in higher-order logic, such as,
limits, derivatives and integrals were laid down by Harrison [17]. Butler [5] reported the
formalization of integral Calculus in the PVS theorem prover. L. Cruz-Filipe reported a constructive theory of analysis in the Coq theorem prover in his Ph.D dissertation [7]. Mhamdi
[37] presented the higher-order logic formalization of Lebesgue integration theory in the
HOL4 theorem prover, which is a fundamental concept in many mathematical theories. In
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this paper, we are providing a framework that can be used to formalize improper integrals in
the HOL4 theorem prover. Our work uses and extends the work done by Harrison [18]. The
main reasons behind this choice include the richness of Harrison’s real analysis related theories, which are fundamental to our work, and the ability to use Harrison’s Gauge integral
to formalize the notion of improper integrals and thus the Gamma function.

3 Preliminaries
In this section, we provide a brief introduction to the HOL4 theorem prover and present an
overview of Harrison’s [17] formalization of derivatives and the Gauge integral. The intent
is to introduce the basic theories along with some notations that are going to be used in the
rest of the paper.
3.1 HOL Theorem Prover
HOL is an interactive theorem proving environment for the construction of mathematical
proofs in higher-order logic. The first version of HOL was developed by Mike Gordon at
Cambridge University, in 1980’s. The core of HOL is interfaced to the functional programming language ML - Meta Language [42]. HOL utilizes the simple type theory of Church [6]
along with Hindley-Milner polymorphism [39] to implement higher-order logic. The first
version of HOL was called HOL88 and the later ones include HOL90 and HOL98. HOL4 is
the recent version of the HOL family and it uses Moscow ML which is an implementation
of the Standard ML (SML). The HOL core consists of only 5 basic axioms and 8 primitive
inference rules, which are implemented as ML functions. HOL has been widely used for
the formal verification of software and hardware systems along with the formalization of
mathematical theories.
HOL supports four types of terms: constants, variables, function applications, and
lambda-terms. Variables are sequences of digits or letters beginning with a letter, e.g., y, b,
Gamma hol. Applications in HOL represent the evaluation of a function at an argument.
HOL uses λ-terms, also called lambda abstractions, for denoting functions. For example, the
lambda abstraction function λx.f(x) represents a function which takes x and returns f (x).
According to the lambda calculus implemented in HOL, every HOL term has a unique type
which is either one of the basic types or the result of applying a type constructor to other
types. When a term is entered into HOL, the type is inferred using the type checking algorithm implemented in HOL. If the type of a term cannot be deduced automatically then it is
advisable to explicitly mention it, e.g., (x : real) and (x : bool) assign the types real
and bool to the variable x, respectively.
A theorem is a formalized statement that may be an axiom or could be deduced from
already verified theorems by applying inference rules. A theorem consists of a finite set of
boolean terms  called the assumptions and a boolean term S called the conclusion. For
example, if (, S) is a theorem in HOL then it is written as   S. A HOL theory consists
of a set of types, type operators, constants, definitions, axioms and theorems. HOL theories are organized in a hierarchical fashion and theories can have other theories as parents
through which they can inherit all of their types, constants, definitions and theorems. We
utilized the HOL theories of Booleans, positive integers, real numbers, sequences, limits
and transcendental functions in our work. In fact, one of the primary motivations of selecting the HOL4 theorem prover for our work was to benefit from these built-in mathematical
theories.
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In HOL, there are two types of interactive proof methods : forward and backward. In a
forward proof, the user starts from the primitive inference rules and tries to prove the goals
on top of these rules and already proved theorems. The forward proof method is not an easy
approach as it requires all the low level details of the proof in advance. A backward or a
goal directed proof method is the reverse of the forward proof method. It is based on the
concept of a tactic; which is an ML function that breaks goals into simple subgoals. In the
goal directed proof method, the user starts with the desired theorem or the main goal that
is further reduced to simpler subgoals using the tactics. There are many automatic proof
procedures and proof assistants [15] available in HOL which help the user in directing the
proof to the end. In interactive theorem proving, the user interacts with the HOL proof editor
and guides the prover by manually applying the necessary tactics until the given goal is
verified.
Table 1 provides the mathematical interpretations of some frequently used HOL symbols
and functions in this paper.
3.2 Harrison’s Formalization of Integer order Calculus
In this section, we present a brief introduction to the existing higher-order-logic formalization of the integer order derivative and the Gauge integral. The notations and definitions
of this section will be useful for the reader in the next sections in which we present our
formalization of the improper integrals and Gamma function.

Table 1 HOL symbols and functions
HOL Symbol

Standard Symbol

Meaning

∧

and

Logical and

∨

or

Logical or

∼

not

Logical negation

⇒

−→

Implication

⇔

=

Equality

@x.t

x.t

an x such that : t

λx.t

λx.t

Function that maps x to t (x)

num

{0, 1, 2, . . .}

Positive Integers data type

real

All Real numbers

Real data type

suc n

(n + 1)

Successor of natural number

ln x

loge (x)

Natural logarithm function

exp x

ex
√

Exponential function

sqrt x
abs x
lim(λn.f(n))

Square root function

x

|x|

Absolute function

lim f (n)

n→∞

Limit of a real sequence f
f is convergent

summable(λn.f(n))

∃x. lim f (n) = x
n→∞
k
lim
n=0 f (n)
k→∞
k
∃x. lim
n=0 f (n) = x

((λx.f(x)) → l)y

lim f (x) = l

Limit of f as x approaches y

convergent(λn.f(n))
suminf(λn.f(n))

k→∞

x→y

Infinite summation of f
Summation of f is convergent
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3.2.1 Formalization of Derivative
Harrison [17] formalized the real number theory along with the fundamentals of Calculus,
such as real sequences, summation series, limits of a function and derivatives and verified most of their classical properties in HOL. Some of the important definitions related to
derivative are given as follows:
Definition 1 Continuity of a Function
 ∀ f x. f contl x = ((λ h. f (x+h)) → f x) (0)
Definition 2 Derivative of a Function
 ∀ f l x.(f diffl l) x ⇔ ((λh.(f (x+h) - f x)/h) → l) (0)
Definition 3 Differentiability of a Function
 ∀ f x. f differentiable x = ∃l. (f diffl l) (x)
Where Definition 1 defines the continuity of a function f at point x, i.e.,
f (x + h) approaches f (x) as h approaches 0. The Definition 2 gives the deriva(x)
tive of a function f at point x, i.e., the limit value of f (x+h)−f
as h
h
approaches 0. Finally, Definition 3 formalizes the condition of the differentiability
of a function.
3.2.2 Gauge Integral
Various integrals have been proposed in literature, namely, the Newton integral, the Riemann integral and the Lebesgue integral, and each one of them has its own advantages
and disadvantages. For example, the Newton integral may not exist for certain functions, e.g., the step function, the Riemann integral does not have convenient convergence
properties and the Lebesgue integral, which is better than Riemann integral, shares one
problem with the Riemann integral that the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus is not
always true [17].
In the 1960’s, Kurzweil and Henstock proposed a new integral that is simple and powerful and it incorporates every function the others integrals can integrate. It is normally known
as the Generalized Riemann Integral, the Kurzweil-Henstock Integral or the Gauge Integral. The main features of the Gauge integral are that it has all the convergence properties
of Lebesgue integral and it generalizes the Riemann integral. Particularly, in case of real
functions, the Gauge integral is capable of integrating more functions than the Lebesgue
integral.
The formalization of the Gauge integral [17] requires three important predicates,
namely, (division) which is used to test whether a function represents a division or not, tdiv which represents the tagged division and dsize, which is used
to extract the size of division. The HOL formalization of these predicates is given
as follows:
Definition 4 Interval Division
 ∀ a b D. division (a,b) D =
(D 0 = a) ∧ ∃N.(∀ n. n < N =⇒ D n < D(SUC n)) ∧ ∀n. n ≥ N
=⇒ (D n = b)
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Definition 5 Interval Tagged Division
 ∀ a b D p. tdiv (a,b) (D,p) =
division (a,b) D ∧ ∀n. D n ≤ p n ∧ p n ≤ D (SUC n)
The above predicates are defined for checking whether a function represents a division or
tagged division of an interval. A predicate that extracts the size of the division is defined as
follows [17]::
Definition 6 Size of Division
 ∀ D. dsize D =
@N.(∀ n. n < N =⇒ D n < D (SUC n)) ∧ ∀n. n ≥ N
=⇒ (D n = D N)
Finally, the notion of a function f being gauge over the closed interval E and the concept
of fine tagged division with respect to a gauge is defined as::
Definition 7 Gauge
 ∀ E f. gauge E f = ∀x. E x =⇒ 0 < f x
Definition 8 Fine Tagged Division
 ∀ g D p. fine g (D,p) =
∀n. n < dsize D =⇒ D (SUC n) - D n < g (p n)
The above formalization can now be used to define Riemann sum over tagged division
as follows [17]::
Definition 9 Riemann Sum
 ∀ D p f. rsum (D,p) f =
sum (0,dsize D) (λn. f (p n) * (D (SUC n) - D n))
b
Now, the definite integration, i.e., Dint (a, b) f k ⇐⇒ a f(x) dx = K, can be
defined as:
Definition 10 Definite Integral
 ∀ a b f k. Dint (a,b) f k =
∀ e.
0<e⇒
∃ g. gauge (λ x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b) g ∧
∀ D p. tdiv (a,b) (D,p) ∧
fine g (D,p) =⇒ abs (rsum (D,p) f - k) < e
The definition of an integral and integrable function is given as follows:
Definition 11 Integral
 ∀ a b f . integral (a,b) f = @k. Dint (a,b) f k
Definition 12 Integrable Function
 ∀ a b f . integrable (a,b) f = ∃ k. Dint (a,b) f k
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Where @ is the Hilbert choice operator in HOL. Currently, only a few properties of the
Gauge integral are available in the HOL4 theorem prover [47] distribution compared to the
ones that are available in the HOL-Light [16] theorem prover. Since these additional properties play a vital role in reasoning about the improper integrals, so we ported them to the
HOL4 theorem prover as part of the reported work. Some of the important properties of the
Gauge integral, that we ported, are given in Table 2. As mentioned in Section 1 as well, the
reason behind using the HOL4 theorem prover rather than HOL-Light for our work is to be
able to utilize the formalized Gamma function along with the formal probabilistic analysis
framework [20] to formalize the Gamma distribution, which is widely used to model many
physical phenomena in engineering systems.

4 Formalization of Sequential Improper Integrals
Improper integrals are primarily used either when the integrand becomes unbounded in the
given interval of integration or the interval is itself unbounded. As an example of the first
case, consider a function f that is defined on an interval [a,∞). For every value t > a, the
Table 2 Properties of Gauge integral
Property

HOL Formalization

 ∀ f g a b. (a ≤ b) ∧ (Dint (a,b) f g)
=⇒ (integral (a,b) f = g)
INTEGRAL LINEAR
 ∀ f a b c.(a ≤ b) ∧
(integrable(a,b) f) ∧ (integrable(a,b) g)
=⇒ integral(a,b) (m*f + n*g) =
m*integral(a,b) f + n*integral(a,b) g)
INTEGRAL BY PARTS
 ∀ f g f g a b.(a ≤ b)∧
(∀ x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b =⇒ (f diffl f (x))(x))∧
(∀ x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b =⇒ (g diffl g (x))(x))∧
integrable(a,b) (λx. f ( x * g x)∧
integrable(a,b) (λx. f x * g (x)
=⇒ (integral(a,b) (λx. f x * g x) =
(f b * g b - f a * g a) integral(a,b) (λx. f (x) * g x))
 ∀ f a b. (∀ x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ f contl x)
INTEGRABLE CONTINUOUS
=⇒ integrable(a,b) f
 ∀ f g a b.(a ≤ b) ∧
(integrable(a,b) f)∧ (integrable(a,b) g) ∧
INTEGRAL LE
(∀ x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ f(x) ≤ g(x))
=⇒ integral(a,b) f ≤ integral(a,b) g
 ∀ f a b c.(a ≤ b) ∧
(integrable(a,b) f) ∧ (integrable(b,c) f)
INTEGRAL COMBINE
=⇒ integral(a,c) f =
integral(a,b) f + integral(b,c) f)
 ∀ f a b c d. (a ≤ c) ∧ (c ≤ d) ∧ (d ≤ b) ∧
INTEGRABLE SUBINTERVAL
integrable(a,b) f =⇒ integrable(c,d) f
DINT INTEGRAL
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t
function is integrable on [a,t] and if the limit limt→∞ a f (x)dx, exists, then the theory of
improper integrals allows us to write:
 t
 ∞
f (x)dx = lim
f (x)dx
(2)
a

t→∞ a

−∞

t→−∞ t

b
Similarly, if the limit limt→−∞ t f (x)dx exists, then
 b
 b
f (x)dx = lim
f (x)dx

(3)

As an example of the second case, consider a function f that is bounded in the closed
interval [t,b] for every a < t < b but is unbounded, or undefined, on a. Now, if the limit
b
limt→a+ t f (x)dx, exists, then the theory of improper integrals allows us to write:
 b
 b
f (x)dx = lim
f (x)dx
(4)
a

t

t→a+ t

Similarly, if the limit limt→b− a f (x)dx exists, then
 b
 t
f (x)dx = lim
f (x)dx
a

t→b− a

(5)

In a similar manner, many other interesting cases for the utilization of improper integrals
can be deduced from different combinations of (2) to (5).
Generally, the improper integrals are defined using the real limits (i.e., the function over
which the limit is taken has the form f : R → R). However, in order to build upon
the existing formalization of HOL4 theorem prover, and thus minimize the formalization
effort, we utilize sequential limits to formalize a variant of improper integrals, which we
refer to as the sequential improper integral. This variant of improper integral suffices for
the formalization of the Gamma functions, which is the main focus of the current paper.
Moreover, it is very useful in the context of evaluating the improper integral of monotonic functions. We formalize our sequential improper integral to handle different cases
as follows:
Definition 13 Sequential Improper Integral
 ∀ g h f. seq improper integral (g,h) f =
lim (λn. lim(λm. integral (g n,h m) f))
Where f is a function of type R → R that represents the integrand. The functions g and
h are of type N → R and represent the lower and upper limits of integration. Thus, by
assigning appropriate values to functions g and h, we can model different types of improper
integrals, as illustrated in Table 3.
Note that the last entry in the table is for functions that exhibit special behaviours for
integer-valued arguments. For example, the function sin(2πx) returns a 0 for all integer
values for the parameter x and its improper integral should not exist due to continuous fluctuations in this function across the whole real-line. Such kind of functions can be dealt with
our definition by using a multiplication factor a, which does not have an integer equivalent, in the functions g and h of our definition as indicated in the last row of Table 3.
Thus, the improper integral of the function sin(2πx) would not exist, which is the expected
behaviour.
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Table 3 Modeling of some special cases of improper integrals
Cases
b

Modeling with seq improper Integral

f (x)dx

seq improper Integral (λn. a +

ab−

f (x)dx

seq improper Integral (λn. a, λm. b −

f (x)dx

seq improper Integral (λn. a +

ab+

f (x)dx

seq improper Integral (λn. a +

ab+−

+
a∞

1
2n , λm.

b) f

1
2m )

1
2n , λm.
1
2n , λm.

f (x)dx
−∞
∞
f
(x)dx
a∞
f
(x)dx
−∞
∞
f
−∞ (x)dx

seq improper Integral (λn. − n, λm. b) f

where f is a function with

where a is a real number

f

b −

1
2m )

f

m) f

seq improper Integral (λn. a, λm. m) f
seq improper Integral (λn. − n, λm. m) f
seq improper Integral ( (λn. − a ∗ &n), (λm.a ∗ &m) ) f

special behavior on
integer values
e.g., sin, cos etc.

Next, we present the formal verification of two key properties (4) and (5) of improper
integrals.
Theorem 1 Lower-Plus Improper Integral Equivalence
 ∀ f a b g. (∀x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ f contl x) ∧ (a < b) =⇒
(integral(a,b) f = seq improper Integral (λn. a + 21n , λm. b) f)
The assumptions guarantee the continuity of the function f in the interval [a, b], where b
is always greater than a.
Proof Sketch We start the proof process by rewriting the right-hand-side with
the definition of improper integral (Definition 13), which results in the following
subgoal:
1
(6)
integral (a, b) f = lim (λn. integral (a + n , b) f)
2
Now, rewriting with the definition of limit results in the following two subgoals:
1
(∃x. (λn. integral (a + n , b) f) → x)
(7)
2
1
∀x. (λn. integral (a + n , b) f) → x =⇒ (integral (a, b) f = x) (8)
2
In the first subgoal, we specialize the value of x with integral (a, b) f and then using
some of the integral properties, given in Table 1, along with some arithmetic reasoning, we
reach the following subgoal:
1
(λn.integral (a, b) f − integral (a, a + n ) f) −→ integral (a, b) f (9)
2
The verification of above subgoal mainly requires the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 Squeeze Theorem
 ∀ f g h a. (∀n. (p n ≤ g n) ∧ (g n ≤ h n)) ∧
(p −→ a) ∧ (h −→ a) =⇒ (g −→ a)
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Lemma 2 Bounds of an Integral
 ∀ f a b. (∀x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ f contl x) =⇒
((λn. inf (IMAGE f (λx. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b))) * (b-a)) ≤
integral (a,b) f ∧
integral (a,b) f ≤
((λn. sup (IMAGE f (λx. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b))) * (b-a)
Lemma 3 Limits of Infimum and Supremum of a Continuous Function in [g n, b]
 ∀ f a b c. (∀x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ f contl x)∧ g → a ∧
(∀n. a < g n) ∧ (g n < b) =⇒
((λn. inf (IMAGE f (λx. g n ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b))) −→ f a) ∧
((λn. sup (IMAGE f (λx. g n ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b))) −→ f a)
Lemma 4 Limit of an Integral of a Continuous Function in the interval [a, gn]
 ∀ f a b c. (∀x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ f contl x) ∧ (g → a)
=⇒ ((λn. integral (a, g n) f) −→ 0)
Lemma 1 is verified using properties of limit of a real sequence. Lemma 2 presents the
bounds of an integral and Lemma 3 shows that the limit of supremum (upper bound) and
infimum (lower bound) of the function f in the interval [g n, b] as n becomes very large.
Here, g n is used to model a+ as it approaches to a as n becomes very large. The verification of Lemmas 2 and 3 is mainly based on the properties of Gauge integral and set
theory principles along with some arithmetic reasoning. Lemma 4 can be simplified using
the Modus Ponens rule with Lemma 1 to get the following two subgoals:
∃p. (∀n. p n ≤ (λn. integral (a, g n) f) n
∧(λn. p n) −→ 0
∃h. (∀n. (λn. integral (a, g n) f) n ≤ h n
∧(λn. h n) −→ 0

(10)

(11)

We verified these subgoals by utilizing Lemmas 2 and 3, and specializing p and h with the
following values :
p n = (λn. inf (IMAGE f (λx. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ g n)) ∗ (g n − a)
h n = (λn. sup (IMAGE f (λx. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ g n)) ∗ (g n − a)
Now the remaining subgoal (8) of Theorem 1 is verified based on the uniqueness of limit of
a real sequence along with some arithmetic reasoning.
The second important property related to improper integrals, given in (5), is formalized
in HOL as follows:
Theorem 2 Upper-Minus Improper Integral Equivalence
 ∀ f a b. (∀x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ f contl x) ∧ (a < b) =⇒
(integral(a,b) f = seq improper Integral (λn. a, λm. b − 21m ) f)
The proof steps for this theorem are quite similar to the ones for Theorem 1.
Besides the above mentioned key properties of improper integrals, we have also verified
many other interesting cases of improper integrals and the details can be found in our HOL
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script [44]. One worth mentioning formally verified theorem in our development is the
Improper Integral Theorem, according to which, if the improper integral of a function f
exists in the interval (s, b] for all a < s then the integral of f in the interval [a, b] also
exists. We formalized this theorem in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3 Improper Integral Theorem
 ∀ f a b.
(∃y. ∀x. a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b ⇒ abs (f x) ≤ y) ∧ (a ≤ b) ∧
(∀n. ∃k. Dint(a + (b−a)
2n ,b) f k) ∧
(∃l. λn. integral(a + (b−a)
2n , b) f → l) =⇒
(∃z. Dint(a,b) f = z)
The first two assumptions ensure that the function f is bounded within the interval
b
[a, b] and the next two assumptions guarantee that the improper integral lims→a + s f (x)dx
exists. The proof of Theorem 3 was quite tedious since it involves a significant amount of
arithmetic reasoning along with the basic definitions of the Gauge integral and the improper
integral and some of their associated properties.
Another interesting result of our work is the formal proof of the improper integral shift
theorem as follows:
Theorem 4 Improper Integral Shift Theorem
 ∀ f a. (∀x.f differentiable x) ∧
convergent (λm. integral (0, m) f) ∧
convergent (λn. integral (−n, 0) f) =⇒
seq improper Integral ((λn. − n), (λm. m)) f =
seq improper Integral ((λn. − n), (λm. m)) (λx. f (x + a))
The first assumption ensures the differentiability of the function f. The second and third
assumptions ensure the convergence of f, i.e., the the limit exists at positive and negative
infinity. The proof of this theorem is quite long and it is mainly based on the properties of
limits, integration by substitution (see below) and squeeze theorem (Lemma 1).
Lemma 5 Integral by Substitution
 ∀ f g f g a b. (a <= b)∧(∀ a b. a <= b ⇒ (g a <= g b))∧
(∀ x. g a <= x ∧ x <= g b ⇒ ((f diffl f x) x))∧
(∀ x. a <= x ∧ x <= b ⇒ ((g diffl g x) x))=⇒
(integral (g a,g b) f = integral (a,b) (λx.f (g x)* g x))
The first two assumptions define limits of integration of the integrals on the right and the
left hand side, respectively. Whereas, the remaining two assumptions ensure the differentiability of functions f and g in their respective allowable intervals. The formal proof of
Lemma 5 involves the fundamental theorem of calculus, chain rule of differentiation and
the uniqueness of the Gauge integral.
This completes our formalization of the improper integrals based on sequential limits.
The overall proof script for the formalization reported in this section comprises of approximately 3500 lines of HOL code and took about 250 man-hours. Building on the top of
our formalization of improper integrals and newly verified properties of Gauge integral, we
present the higher-order logic formalization of the Gamma Function in the next section.
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5 Formalization of the Gamma Function
The most commonly used definition of the Gamma function is given in (1). It is not possible
to formalize this definition as it does not cover the case when the integrand (tz−1 e−t )
becomes unbounded at the lower limit of integration, i.e., when the argument of the Gamma
function z is less than one. So, it is convenient to write (1) using the theory of improper
integrals as follows:
 b
(z) =
lim
t z−1 e−t dt
(12)
a→0+ ,b→∞ a

From the above definition, it is clear that the Gamma function involves both the cases of
improper integrals discussed in Section 1, i.e., the interval is unbounded due to the upper
limit of integration and integrand becomes unbounded at the lower limit of integration.
Thus, we can use our formal definition of improper integrals (Definition 13) to formalize
(12) as follows:
Definition 15 Gamma Function
 ∀ z. gamma z =
seq improper Integral (λn.

1
2n , λm.

m) (λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t))

The function rpow is a power function with real exponent. It takes two real numbers x and
y, and returns x y . The HOL formalization of rpow is given as follows:
Definition 16 Real Powers
 ∀ x y. x rpow y = if 0 < x then exp (y * ln x) else
if x = 0 then if y = 0 then 1 else 0 else
if ∃ m n. ODD m ∧ ODD n ∧ (abs y = mn ) then
-(y * ln (-x)) else exp (y * ln (-x))
Here, the value of xy is obvious for 0 < x. The cases 00 and 0y are defined as 0 and 1,
respectively. This definition can also handle the case when the first argument is negative
(e.g., (−x)2 ).
The lower and upper incomplete Gamma functions play a vital role in obtaining fractional integration and differentiation of periodic functions, such as, sinusoidal response
study of fractional operators [10]. They are mathematically defined as follows:
 x
γl (x, z) =
t z−1 e−t dt
(13)
0+


u (x, z) =

∞

t z−1 e−t dt

(14)

x

and can be formalized in higher-order logic using our definition of improper integral as
follows:
Definition 17 Lower Incomplete Gamma Function
 ∀ x z. gamma lower x z =
seq improper Integral (λn. 21n , λm. x) (λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t))
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Definition 18 Upper Incomplete Gamma Function
 ∀ x z. gamma upper x z =
seq improper Integral (λn. x, λm. m) (λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t))

Now we present the formal verification of some of the key properties of the Gamma function
using the HOL4 theorem prover. The formal verification of these properties not only ensures
the correctness of our formal definitions but also paves the way to the formal reasoning
about physical systems involving the Gamma function in their analysis.
Theorem 6 Pseudo-Recurrence Relation
 ∀ z . (0 < z) =⇒ (gamma (z+1) = z * gamma (z))
Proof Sketch We start the proof process by rewriting the left and right hand sides using
Definition 13 and 15. We used INTEGRAL BY PARTS theorem, given in Table 1, along
with some arithmetic reasoning to simplify the left-hand-side of the above goal as follows:
lim(λn. lim(λm. (m + 1) rpow z ∗ (−1 ∗ exp(−1 ∗ (m + 1)))
1
1
− ( n ) rpow z ∗ (−1 ∗ exp(−1 ∗ ( n )))
(15)
2
2
1
+ x ∗ integral( n , m)(λt.t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−1 ∗ t))))
2
m
m
This step requires the proof of integrability of 1n tz−1 e−t dt and 1n tz e−t dt , which
2
2
can be verified using the facts that integrand in each case is continuous on limits of integration and continuity implies the integrability. Now, we first verify the following two
subgoals:
λm. ((m + 1) rpow z) ∗ (−1 ∗ exp(−1 ∗ (m + 1))) −→ 0

(16)

1
1
) rpow z) ∗ (−1 ∗ exp(−1 ∗ ( n ))) −→ 0
(17)
2n
2
based on the facts that both the terms in (16) approach to zero as m becomes very large and
the first term in (17) approaches to zero while the second term in (17) approaches to 1 as
n becomes very large. The availability of these subgoals allows us to verify that the first
two terms of (15) approach 0 as n and m become very large. This way we are left with the
following subgoal:
λn. ((

1
, m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t)))) =
2n
(18)
1
z ∗ lim(λn. lim(λm. integral( n , m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t))))
2
lim(λn. lim(λm. z ∗ integral(

The proof of this goal is a straightforward limit theory proof, given that we verify the
existence of the limits, i.e.,
1
, m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t))) → k)
2n
(19)
1
∀z.(0 < z) ⇒ (∃p.(λn.integral( n , m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t))) → p)
2
(20)

∀z.(0 < z) ⇒ (∃k.(λm.integral(
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We split the main integral of above subgoals into sum of two integrals as follows:
1
integral( n , m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t)) =
2
1
integral( n , 1)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t)) +
2
integral(1, m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t))
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(21)

In order to rewrite (19) and (20) with the above result, we need to verify the upper and lower
bounds of each integral as follows:
 1
 1
0≤
t rpow (z − 1) ∗ e−t dt ≤
t rpow (z − 1)dt
1
1
2n
2n
(22)
 ∞
 ∞
FACT(n)
dt
t rpow (z − 1) ∗ e−t dt ≤
0≤
1
1 t rpow n + 1 − z
The verification of above bounds requires an interesting lemma, i.e., [∀t n.0 < t ⇒
tn
FACT (n) < exp t], which we verified using the definition of exp and properties of summations. This concludes the verification of Theorem 3, which was primarily based on
extensive arithmetic rewriting along with formal reasoning related to integrals, derivatives
and limits.
Theorem 7 Functional Equation
 gamma 1 = 1
We start the proof process by rewriting the left-hand-side using the definition of the Gamma
function and improper integrals (Definition 13 and 15).
1
lim (λn. lim (λm.integral( n , m)(λt.t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−t)))) = 1 (23)
2
Using Modus Ponens rule with the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus (FTC1) and
properties of differentiation, we can simplify the the proof goal of (23) as follows:
1
(24)
lim (λn. lim (λm. − exp (−(m + 1)) + exp (−( n )) = 1
2
The above goal is a straightforward limit theory proof, which can be verified based on the
linearity properties of limits and some arithmetic reasoning.
Theorem 8 Generalization of Factorial
 ∀ k ∈ N . gamma (k + 1) = FACT(k)
The proof of Theorem 8 involves induction on the variable k. The base case can be discharged by rewriting with the definition of Factorial and Theorem 7. In the step case, we
need to prove the following subgoal:
gamma (k + 1 + 1) = FACT(k + 1)
This can be simplified to (k + 1) ∗ gamma (k + 1) = (k + 1) ∗ (FACT k) using
Theorem 6, which in turn can be verified based on simple arithmetic reasoning.
Theorem 9 Reconstruction of the Gamma Function
 ∀ a z.(0 < z) ∧ (0 < a) =⇒
(gamma z = gamma upper a z + gamma lower a z)
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We start the verification by rewriting the left-hand-side with Definitions 13 and 15.
1
, m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−1 ∗ t))))
2n
= gamma upper a z + gamma lower a z

lim(λm. lim(λm. integral(

(25)

Now the main step is to split the integral on the left-hand-side into the sum of two integrals
as follows:
1
, m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−1 ∗ t)) =
2n
1
integral( n , a)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−1 ∗ t)) +
2
integral(a, m)(λt. t rpow (z − 1) ∗ exp(−1 ∗ t))

integral(

(26)

This subgoal can be verified using the INTEGRAL COMBINE property of the Gauge integral (Table 1). But we need to prove that 21n ≤ a, for which we verify the property of
sequence [∀m.(λn.f n) → p ⇔ (λn.f(n + m)) → p] and then by rewriting the left-handside of (25), we need to verify the goal [(0 < a) ⇒ (1/2n+clg(ln a/ln(1/2)) ≤ a)], which
can be proved using the properties of logarithm and simple arithmetic reasoning. After simplifying the subgoal of (25) using (26), we require the linearity properties of limits along
with the definitions of incomplete Gamma functions (Definition 17 and 18) to complete the
proof of Theorem 9.
Theorem 10 Recurrence Relation of Lower Incomplete Gamma Function
 ∀ z x. 0 < z ∧ 0 < x =⇒ gamma lower x (z+1) =
z * gamma lower x z - x rpow (z) * exp(-x))
Theorem 11 Recurrence Relation of Upper Incomplete Gamma Function
( ∀ s x. 0 < z ∧ 0 < s =⇒ (gamma upper s z =
(z-1) * gamma upper s (z-1) + s rpow (z-1) * exp(-s))
The verification steps for Theorems 10 and 11 are very similar to the ones for Theorem 6. The major steps are to simplify the integral on the left-hand-sides using
integral by parts (Similar to (15)) and the verification of the convergence of
integrals.
This completes our formalization of the Gamma function, which to the best of our knowledge is the first one in higher-order logic. The Gamma function is useful in many domains,
such as, probability theory (Gamma Distribution) and fractional calculus [9], and our formalization can be directly utilized in such applications. Our formalization of the Gamma
function can also be generalized to formalize other higher transcendental functions, such as,
the Beta function.
Due to inherent soundness of higher-order logic theorem proving, our verification results
are exactly the same as produced by the paper-and-pencil proof methods [3, 10]. The formalization, presented in this section, took around 5500 lines of HOL code and approximately
300 man-hours. However, the main advantage of this rigorous exercise is that our results
can be built upon to facilitate formal reasoning about applications involving the Gamma
function. Our proof script is available for download [44] and thus can be utilized by other
researchers working in this field.
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6 Applications
We illustrate the usefulness of our formalization of the Gamma function by applying it
to formally reason about three commonly used mathematical results, i.e., Euler’s Generalized rule of differentiation, Mittag-Leffler functions and the relationship between the
Exponential and Gamma random variables.
6.1 Euler’s Generalized Rule of Differentiation
2

f (x)
We are familiar with the meaning and notion of derivatives, i.e., dfdx(x) , Df (x), d dx
and
2
2
D f (x). But we rarely think that what could be the meaning of derivatives of non-integer
1

order, i.e.,

d 2 f (x)
1
dx 2

or

d π f (x)
dx π

. It looks a new idea but yet the history of non-integer order

derivatives is as old as the integer-order Calculus. In 1695, Leibnitz, who is known as the
n f (x)
founder of Calculus, discussed his idea of denoting nth order derivative as d dx
with
n
1
L’Hôpital, who, in return asked Leibnitz, what if n is 2 . Later on, Leibnitz continued his
work on the idea of representing derivatives of non-integer order and his work gave birth
to an interesting area of mathematics, known as fractional calculus, which deals with the
derivatives and integrals of non-integer order including rational, irrational and even complex
numbers.
The concept of fractional calculus has great potential to change the way we see,
model and analyze the systems. We can say that ignoring fractional calculus is just
like ignoring fractional, irrational or complex numbers. It provides a good opportunity to scientists and engineers for revisiting the origins. The theoretical and practical
interests of using fractional order operators are increasing. The application domain of
fractional calculus is ranging from accurate modeling of the microbiological processes
[33] to the analysis of astronomical images [48]. Different formalisms have been proposed for computing non integer order derivatives and integrals, namely, Riemann-Liouville
and Grünwald-Letnikov [10]. One of the earliest definition of fractional derivative of a
function, that can be expressed as (f(x) = axm ), was proposed by Euler [9] in 1730,
as follows:
dvxm
(m + 1)
x m−v
=
v
dx
(m − v + 1)

v ∈ R+

(27)

Euler’s definition is widely used for calculating fractional derivatives because of its simplicity compared to the other definitions of fractional derivatives. For example, it can be directly
utilized to reason about the fractional derivative of parabolic step-type transition (used in
edge detection [35]).
Our formalization of the Gamma function, given in Section 5, allows us to formalize
Euler’s derivative as follows:
Definition 19 Euler’s Derivative
 ∀ v x m. euler deriv v x m =

gamma (m+1)
gamma (m-v+1)

* (x rpow (m-v))

Based on the above formalization, we now verify a couple of classical Euler’s derivative properties which prove that Euler’s derivative is consistent with classical integer order derivative and hence facilitate the usage of Definition 19 to real-world
problems.
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Theorem 12 Relation of Euler’s Derivative with Integer Order Derivative
 ∀ v ∈ N x m. (v ≤ m) =⇒
FACT(m)
euler deriv v x m = FACT(m-v)
* (x rpow (m-v))
Theorem 13 Identity of Euler’s Derivative
 ∀ x m. euler deriv 0 x m = x rpow m
We start the verification of Theorem 11 by rewriting the left-hand-side with Definition 19
(Euler’s Derivative) which results in the following subgoal:
gamma(m + 1)
FACT(m)
∗ x rpow (m − v) =
∗ (x rpow (m − v))
gamma(m − v + 1)
FACT(m-v)

(28)

The above subgoal can now be verified using Theorem 6. The verification of Theorem
12 utilizes Theorems 6, 7 and 8, verified in the last section. Overall, the verification of
these theorems took a few lines of HOL code, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our
formalization of the Gamma function.
6.2 Mittag-Leffler Functions
The Mittag-Leffler functions, that are usually denoted by Eα (z), Eα,β (z) are named in
honor of Gösta Mittag-Leffler, the well-known Swedish mathematician. The first function
Eα (z), also named as, one-parameter Mittag-Leffler function, was introduced by MittagLeffler [40] in 1903, in his work related to summation of divergent series. Whereas, the two
parameter Mittag-Leffler function Eα,β (z), was first discussed in the work of Wiman [51].
The one-parameter and two-parameter Mittag-Leffler functions are defined as follows:
Eα (z) =

∞

k=0

Eα,β (z) =

∞

k=0

zk
(αk + 1)

(29)

zk
(αk + β)

(30)

During the last two decades, the theoretical and practical interest of using Mittag-Leffler
function is significantly increased among scientists and engineers due to huge potential
applications in several real-world problems, such as fractional order integral and differential equations, fractional generalization of the kinetic equation and super-diffusive transport.
The one-parameter and two-parameter Mittag-Leffler functions relate a purely exponential
law and power-law like behavior of a given phenomena which are governed by ordinary
and fractional kinetic equations [25]. Now, we present a higher-order-logic formalization
of Mittag-Leffler functions and we also formally verify some of their important properties, which shows the usefulness of formalized definition of the Gamma function and its
corresponding properties.
Definition 20 One-Parameter Mittag-Leffler function
 ∀ z alpha. mittag leffler 1 z alpha =
suminf (λk. inv (gamma (alpha * &k + 1)) * zk )
Definition 21 Two-Parameter Mittag-Leffler function
 ∀ z alpha beta. mittag leffler 2 z alpha beta =
suminf (λk. inv (gamma (alpha * &k + beta)) * zk )
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Where suminf takes a function f of type N → R and returns the infinite sum
f(0)+f(1)+f(2)+ . . . . , assuming it converges. The function inv reciprocates a real number
and, & is the type casting from N to R.
Mittag-Leffler functions are famous for their characteristic of generalizing the Exponential function (exp). That is why, Mittag-Leffler functions play the same role in fractional
calculus as the Exponential function (exp) does in integer order calculus. The formal
verification of this property of Mittag-Leffler functions is presented in the following two
theorems.
Theorem 14 Mittag-Leffler 1 exp
 ∀ z. mittag leffler 1 z 1 = exp z
Theorem 15 Mittag-Leffler 2 exp
 ∀ z. mittag leffler 1 z 1 1 = exp z
The verification of Theorems 14 and 15 requires a few lines of HOL code and mainly
involves rewriting with the definition of Mittag-Leffler functions, i.e., Definitions 20
and 21, along with the factorial generalization (Theorem 8) property of the Gamma
function.
Another important property of the two parameter Mittaf-Leffler function is the generalization of hyperbolic functions, i.e., cosh(z) and sinh(z). Next,we verify this property for
the case of cosh.
Definition 22 Cos Hyperbolic Function
 ∀ z. cosh z = suminf (λk. inv (& FACT(2*k))* z2∗k )
Theorem 16 Mittag-Leffler 2 cosh
 ∀ z. mittag leffler 1 z2 2 1 = cosh z
Again, the availability of the Gamma function greatly facilitated the formal reasoning process, and the formal verification of Theorem 16 requires only rewriting with the formal
definition of Eα,β (z), cosh(z) and Theorem 8 (factorial generalization).
6.3 Relationship Between Exponential and Gamma Random Variables
Formal probabilistic analysis using theorem proving [21] is an emerging direction in the
area of formal methods. The main idea is to use formalized random variables to model
uncertainties and random components of a given system and then formally verify its probabilistic and statistical properties associated with the desired characteristics of the system.
The foremost criteria for conducting probabilistic analysis within a higher-order-logic theorem prover is to be able to express probabilistic notions, such as probability of an event and
random variables, in higher-order logic and reason about the probability distribution and statistical properties of random variables in a higher-order-logic theorem prover. A formalized
probability theory provides the foundations for expressing probabilistic notions. A number
of authors, including Hurd [27], Mhamdi [38] and Hölze [26], reported higher-order-logic
based formalizations of probability theory. The recent works by Mhamdi [38] and Hölzl
[26] are based on extended real numbers (including ±∞) and provide the formalization of
Lebesgue integral for reasoning about advanced statistical properties. This way, they are
more mature than Hurd’s [27] formalization of measure and probability theories, which is
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based on simple real numbers. However, these recent formalizations do not support a particular probability space like the one presented in Hurd’s work. Due to this distinguishing
feature, Hurd’s formalization [27] has been utilized to verify sampling algorithms of a number of commonly used discrete [27] and continuous random variables [23] based on their
probabilistic and statistical properties [22, 24]. However, to the best of our knowledge, due
the unavailability of a higher-order-logic formalization of the Gamma function the Gamma
random variable has not been formalized in higher-order-logic so far. In this section, we utilize our Gamma function formalization to formalize the relationship between Exponential
and Gamma random variables based on Hurd’s formalization of probability theory [27].
The Gamma(k, θ ) random variable (X) is a continuous random variable with the
following Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
P r(X ≤ x) =

γl (k, xθ )
k

(31)

where γl and  denote the lower incomplete Gamma function and Gamma function, respectively. The Gamma random variable is widely used in many scientific and engineering
domains including wireless networks [2], neuroscience [29] and genetic engineering [14].
The Exponential random variable represents a special case of the general Gamma(k, θ ) random variable with the shape parameter k = 1 and we present the formal verification of this
result here. For this purpose, we first define the Gamma(1, θ ) random variable in terms of
exponential random variable as follows:
Definition 23 Gamma Random Variable
 ∀ t s. gamma rv t s = exp rv ( 1t ) s
where the function exp rv l s represents the Exponential random variable with parameter l sampled from the infinite Boolean sequence s [23]. In order to formally verify the above
mentioned relationship, we formally verified the CDF relation for the function gamma rv
as the following theorem:
Theorem 17 CDF of the Gamma Random Variable
 ∀ x t. (0 < t) ⇒
(prob bern {s | gamma rv t s ≤ x} =
(if x ≤ 0 then 0 else ((gamma lower ( xt ) 1)/(gamma 1))))
where prob bern represents the probability function in the infinite Boolean sequence
space bern. The above theorem indicates that the CDF of the Gamma random variable
specified in Definition 23 is a special case of the general CDF of the Gamma random variable, given in (31), when k = 1 and thus confirms the relationship between the two random
variables. The verification of Theorem 17 is is primarily based on Theorems 2 and 6 along
with some arithmetic and probability theoretic reasoning. The proof script is very straightforward and is provided in [44], which clearly indicates the usefulness of our Gamma
function formalization. Theorem 16 along with the additive property of the Gamma random variable can be used to verify the CDF of the general Gamma(k, θ ) random variable by
modeling it as a sum of k Exponential random variables. Currently, the probabilistic analysis using theorem proving framework [21] does not support handling multiple continuous
random variables and we are working on this extension, which once done could be used
with the results of the current paper to formalize the general Gamma random variable.
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In this section, so far, we presented the applications of our formalization of improper
integrals and Gamma function. It is worth mentioning that the formalization of the sequential improper integrals and the Gamma function took thousands of lines of HOL code but
this effort allowed us to formally verify interesting properties of Euler’s generalized rule of
differentiation, Mittag-Leffler function and the relationship between the Exponential and
Gamma random variables in a very straightforward way requiring only 500 lines of HOL
code. All the applications presented in this section are heavily used in the domains of fractional calculus and probabilistic analysis and the contributions of this section can be used
to extend the recently reported formal frameworks for the analysis of fractional order systems [45] and formal probabilistic analysis [21]. Besides the importance in formal analysis
of fractional calculus based systems and formal probabilistic analysis, the current work also
highlights the strength and sophistication of present age proof assistants. The interest of
using proof assistants for the formalization of classical theories of mathematics is a natural
corollary as the formal verification of safety-critical physical systems generally relies upon
such theories. Another motivation behind the formalized mathematical theories is the soundness of theorem proving systems and ability to use these theories without discrepancies
which are usually encountered in our usual mathematical analysis.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we extended the existing higher-order-logic formalization of the Gauge integral by formalizing a variant of improper integrals using the sequential limits and formally
verified some of the classical properties such as improper integral theorem and improper
shift theorem. Consequently, this extension in turn allowed us to formalize the Gamma
function and formally verify some of its key properties using the HOL4 theorem prover,
which is a novelty to the best of our knowledge. For illustration purposes, we formalize the
Euler’s derivative, Mittag-Leffler functions and the relationship between the Exponential
and Gamma random variables. The reported formalization also includes the formalization
of some of the most interesting historical mathematical results, e.g., formal proof of the factorial generalization of the Gamma function and formalization of Mittag-Leffler function,
which is a generalization of the Exponential function.
The reported formalization opens the doors to many interesting and novel directions of
research. Some worth mentioning ones include enriching the library of the formally verified
properties of the Gamma function and incomplete Gamma functions with the relationship
to Beta function and incomplete Beta functions. Similarly, the formally verified relationship
between the Exponential and the Gamma random variables can be utilized to formalize the
general Gamma(k, θ ) distribution, which is the sum of k Exponential random variables. Our
formalization was done using real numbers and the same formalization can also be extended
to cover the complex numbers using the higher-order-logic formalization of complex number theory [19]. The extension of the current work to complex domain is very challenging
in HOL4 theorem prover due to unavailability of the formalization of multivariate analysis libraries. On the other hand, HOL-Light provides rich support of multivariate libraries
which are required for the complex extension of the current work. However, formalization of the Gamma function in HOL-Light requires expertise in both multivariate analysis
and higher-order logic theorem proving. One of our main motivations for formalizing the
Gamma function is to be able to formalize the commonly used Gamma random variable,
which has applications in many safety-critical areas including wireless sensor networks,
neuroscience and genetic engineering. Therefore, the compatibility of the Gamma function
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with the formalized probability theory was very important. Our prior work on probabilistic
analysis primarily builds upon Hurd’s formalization of probability theory [27], which is in
turn based on real numbers and is available in the HOL4 theorem prover. There have been
many developments in the probabilistic analysis using theorem proving so far including
the formalization of continuous random variables [21, 22], Markov chains [30] and some
aspects of wireless sensor networks [11]. The formalization of the Gamma random variable
fits very well with these available theories and therefore we chose the HOL4 theorem prover
for the formalization of the Gamma random variable and ported the required foundations
from the HOL-Light theorem prover. Our extensions to the Gauge integral formalization in
HOL4 can also be built upon to achieve many interesting directions in the area of formally
reasoning about continuous physical aspects of real-world systems.
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